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minorities, emigrants and refugees. They give duty to
NGOs. These small associations started some
educational training programs not only their counties
but also other European countries and even world of
countries outside in Europe. Their chief aim is
developed human potential in eight competencies.
These are: 1. Communication in the mother tongue;
2. Communication
in
foreign
languages;
3. Mathematical competence and basic competences in
science and technology; 4. Digital competence;
5. Learning to learn; 6. Social and civic competences;
7. Sense of initiative and entrepreneurship; 8. Cultural
awareness and expression.
Scientists have been actively exploring the issue of
competencies over the past decade (Lokhoff &
Wagenaar, 2010), the social demand for their formation
was investigated, in particular among university
students
(Melnyk,
2017).
Pedagogical
and
psychological aspects of training of future specialists
were studied by Melnyk and Pypenko (2017).
In year 2020 the world has been combating the Corona
viruses. China, Italy, Iran even the United States highly
affected this catastrophe.
Although the more educated, more welfare and more
long-lasting people still issuing overcome the word
invented affairs such as terror, global warming and
human rights violation we started to stop the word
turning. But show must go on …
Moreno opened new horizons to us (Usakli, 2018). To
be spontan and socimetricly live in we should be much
more be aware of ourselves and others.
Psychodrama not the one that is face to face perhaps
we should join interactive groups to communicate,
understand others and ourselves. This will open us the
way of spontaneity, so we can feel, think and say that I

Dear Editor,
This letter is about “A Need for New Competence to
Human Engineering”.
What is the deference between social science and
natural science? When we say there is no difference
between both sciences what should be our investigating
point? The world is more crowded more mobile and in
pressure of depression. Because of Corona virus
alienation is in high pick. So what should we do not
only social scientist, but also natural one or in short
what should we do as a layman. This short chat is
arguing a need for new competence apart from
European Union eight competencies. This is
spontaneity that make new generation more competent,
satisfied and fruitful.
Spinoza handed this run gathering the flag from
Descartes, Plato and Hobbes. His main concern was
affections of man when observing the nature. His
systematic explanation was the make the world in
mathematics symbols and formulation. Leibniz and
Nietzsche influencing by Spinoza adapted this
systematic to the people’ personal life. This is idealism
anyone’ life. This hidden drive created modern life
especially surface perception that is the fruit of
engineers. After three centuries Moreno as medical
doctor adapted those ides to his patient who are victims
of modern and crowded society showing maladaptation
of the world in their environment.
Profound scientists, great engineers, life devoted
medical doctors started to fall into the void. This
psychological moratorium caused unsatisfaction in life,
emotional regression, and high divorce rate, aggressive
use of alcohols, psychiatric drugs and narcotics.
European Union discerns those ineffective ways of life
and decided to perform some requirements from
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am here, I am alive, I am concussing of what is going
on. This is like those people who are in Çanakkale,
Normandy, Auschwitz.
Spontaneity is an umbrella term can define as an
appropriate response to a situation or a new response to
an old situation; physical, mental and interpersonal
process, given direction by creativity.
Yes, we cannot stop or make barrier to technology. As
human engineers our chief issue should be looking for
new training, learning and teaching capacities to rear
societies of people who are in the competent of full
spontaneity (Usakli, 2019).
This should be our main issue not should definitely
thing to do have to. Otherwise, our society will become
not combating robots like Voltron or Transformers in
contrast we are apt to behave like Orko waiting for
goodness from magic.
Come, let us all be friends for once,
Let us make life easy on us,
Let us be lovers and loved ones,
The earth shall be left to no one.
Yunus Emre (1238–1320 Turkish Poet)
Due to the side effects of pandemic corona virus
today’s children are more aggressive and submissive
than assertive. They are socially isolated and becoming
victims of computer and internet. It is pity that
computer screen seem to be only vehicle to connecting
with their friends. That is why we need creative,
spontan bodies. We need trust and understanding to
each other.
Dear Editor, I want to terminate my letter with the
words (quote) of great philosopher Mevlana Jelaluddin
Rumi (XIII century): “… Come, come, whoever you
are. Wanderer, worshiper, lover of leaving. It doesn’t

matter. Ours is not a caravan of despair. Come, even if
you have broken your vows a thousand times. Come,
yet again, come, come”.
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